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What would you do if the money you want actually came into your life? You just may have to

decide.Making money with magick doesn&apos;t have to be baffling. But you should know, this

doesn&apos;t work for everybody. This is safe, effective magick, and as you can see from the

reviews, it works well for most people. But it works best when you have a calm, casual confidence,

rather than a desperate need. If you demand that magick proves itself to you, the magick will fall flat.

If you perform this simple magick with calm confidence, it can work for you, as it does for most

people.Don&apos;t buy the book if it&apos;s going to be a financial burden to you. Although magick

can release money for those who are ready to receive, magick amplifies your emotions. If the cost

of a small book makes you flinch, that feeling of loss and lack might transfer to your magick. Wait

until you feel free enough, and confident enough, to use this magick.If you want to investigate an

occult power that works, this mix of ancient symbols and modern secrets can get money flowing into

your life.Author Damon Brand says, &apos;Believe it or not, most money magick doesn&apos;t

work. I&apos;ve used just about every ritual, chant or spell you can imagine. Money magick was

always the most difficult to master, until I discovered a heartwarming secret.&apos;Damon Brand

has taken the best parts of this secret system and turned it into a series of steps that get money

magick working for you fast.Â Uncover three keys for making magick work.Discover the secret sigil

that brings you money.Attract the steady bursts of income you need.Discover the Words of Power

that bring this magick to life.The reviews say it all. This magick works for most people, which is quite

amazing. If it doesn&apos;t work straight away, you&apos;ll find many articles on The Gallery of

Magick website that can help you get past your financial blocks. If you&apos;re relaxed about

money magick, it can be quite thrilling. The magick itself is extremely easy to perform.Can you

imagine what it would be like to feel your magick working? Don&apos;t wait for things to change.

Use magick and make the changes you want now.
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This is a seriously effective book. I've worked with money spells for years successfully, but this book

seems to be on another level from what I'm used to using (candle spells, talismans, etc.). Nitika's

speed at manifestation kind of reminds me of St. Expedite (who I have worked with on numerous

occasions, also successfully). The nice thing about this cashbook spell is that you can specify

exactly what you need. As others have mentioned, this is the same Nitika from the New Avatar

Power system, but the book shows a much different way of working with him.One thing that may be

helpful for some is an observation that I've had and would like to share, although I've only worked

this spell twice so far. It seems that when you begin your spell campaign and start to get results, you

should continue until the manifestation "solidifies". I say that because my first time out using this,

and once I had indications that my spell was likely to work, I actually stopped chanting each day (I

had only done the spell for three days by that point) thinking it was a done deal, and the expected

manifestations either got delayed or canceled for one reason or another. That told me that I should

have kept going until I had something tangible in hand showing that the manifestations were a

certainty (as in a check, or a signed contract), instead of just a probability.Even with that, I was still

shocked at the dramatic speed of the manifestations. I have been practicing magick for nearly 10

years, and in my experience it can be rare to see a spell manifest only hours after casting it, but it

happened with this book the second time I used it. I can't recommend this book highly enough.Buy

it, you'll be very glad you did.

I purchased this book about a month and a half ago and took some time contemplating before

actually digging in, making the book, and performing the short but sweet ritual. At first my concern

was whether this was safe. My only experience with spiritual beings have been dealing with angels



or nasty unwelcomed entities that I would have to drive away. I can tell you that Nitika is not to be

feared. Just treat him with respect and he will reciprocate. Also I like Damon's Facebook page and

contacted him a few times with any concerns I had. He was very patient and helpful with me, as I

am a newbie to evocational magick. Now let me get to my results. The first try did not work. This is

because the amount I asked for was too much for me to believe I can really have! So I tried it again

with a lower amount and did the ritual for 13 days straight and nothing happened. I just gave up, put

my book away, and thought that this isn't for me. I didn't practice any magick at all since then. Lo

and behold, 3 weeks later the money I asked for appeared in a very unexpected way and was even

a little bit more than I asked for! I don't normally write reviews but I feel compelled to out of gratitude

to Damon and Nitika. Pay careful attention to what Damon writes about 'Lust for result'. So give this

book a try! I will be on the lookout for more books from Damon. Wishing prosperity and blessings to

all :)

works better now that i know how to focus on the amount i need, Nitika will some time split funds it

sends if the whole amount cant be obtained from one source. ex: i asked for $ 2,500. the first

amount i received was $1,700. At that point i only really needed 850 more, so i redirected my focus

on the 850, instead of continuing to ask for the amount of 2500. a few days later, right before the

deadline 1000 rolled in.So the lesson here is, its coming. Even if its a close call. Sometimes the

whole amount cant be dumped off all at once. focus on the actual amount u need minus what u

already got. hope this helps.cheers

This is a real excellent book,written in a very simple and concise manner,directed to magicians of all

different levels of expertise,It's a great book for allbeginners in magick,because the directions and

everything that has to be doneare very simple and only takes a few minutes to construct the

notebook andperform its empowerment ritual + the main attraction ritual. And yes,as it has already

been said by others and by the writer himself,the book'smethodology is based on the excellent

modern grimoire New Avatar Power(N.A.P.),BUT it lacks all the steps which may discourage a

beginner from performing the magick,because we people tend to make things many times very

complicated,even the simplest ones..The writer instead offers a very simple yet effective way of

working with Nitika. Also i feel the urge to thank Damon,the writer of the book,in public for answering

in a very friendly manner all the questions that i had.Don't forget to read his Frequently

AskedQuestions section that he recently added on his website regarding mostly this e-book,but also

with references to his other works and future e-books.I wish that all writers were so friendly,kind and



willing to answer questions.I hope that you fellow readers and magicians,may find my review useful.

Blessings upon everyone...

What FUN!!! I originally asked for $31, an amount I felt would be precise enough that I would not

dismiss the whole deal as coincidence. I did the working for three days, but for some reason was

distracted away for a few days. Despite dropping the ball, the cash showed up literally at my front

door about a week later. Rather than the $31, I received $45. I'm sold. As I have said in other

reviews of Brand's work, law of attraction on steroids.
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